BLACKTOP TRUNK BAG INSTRUCTIONS

Thank you for your purchase! At MSW® we believe having essential
accessories makes a good bike ride great. The MSW Blacktop Trunk Bag
installs quickly on your standard rear rack providing quick access with an easy
pull-to-open flap. Store your bike lock and keys in dedicated pouches and use
the dividers to customize internal organization.

2. After looping the hook-strap under the rack rail, pull the strap up and
insert the hook into one of the loops. Repeat with all four straps, making
sure the straps are tensioned by inserting the hooks into an appropriate
loop. (Fig. 2).

WARNING: Cycling can be dangerous. Bicycle products should be
installed and serviced by a professional mechanic. Never modify your bicycle
or accessories. Read and follow all product instructions and warnings
including information on the manufacturer’s website. Inspect your bicycle
before every ride. Always wear a helmet.
For additional product and safety information, go to:
www.mswbike.com/safety.

COMPATIBILITY AND INTENDED USE
The Blacktop Trunk Bag is designed to fit on most standard rear racks.
Maximum weight limit: 10kg (22 lb).
WARNING: Consult manufacturer for maximum weight limit of your rack.
To avoid product failure and a possible crash, do not exceed weight limit
of the rack or bag.

Figure 2

INSTALLATION TIP: The first time you install the bag it will take some
adjustment to ensure the bag is tight and even. On subsequent installs
you will be able to attach to the correct loop without trial and error.
3. To remove, disconnect the hooks from the loops and pull snug to convert
to carrying handles. Lift the bag off using the strap handles (Fig. 3) .

INTENDED USE: CONDITION 2

This is a set of conditions for the operation of a bicycle that
includes Condition 1 as well as unpaved and gravel roads and
trails with moderate grades. In this set of conditions, contact
with irregular terrain and loss of tire contact with the ground
may occur. Drops are intended to be limited to 15cm (6") or less.
For off-road
riding and
jumps less than
12" (30cm)

BLACKTOP TRUNK BAG CONTENTS
Figure 3

Carry Straps

USING THE BLACKTOP TRUNK BAG
Dividers

Fastening Loops

Magnetic Flap

To open, lift the magnetic flap up and pull flap towards rear of bag (Fig. 4).
Store your U-lock in the pocket shown (Fig 5). Secure with hook-and-loop
strap. Dividers may be arranged end-to-end (Fig. 6) or in “T” formation
(Fig. 7) to customize organization.

Strap Hooks

Magnetic Flap

INSTALLATION
1. Center the Trunk Bag on your bicycle rack and slide all four hook-straps
downward so the hook ends are all about an equal distance below
the Trunk Bag. Loop each hook strap through and around the rack rails
(Fig. 1).
Figure 5

Figure 4
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Figure 6

BLACKTOP TRUNK BAG INSTRUCTIONS

WARNING: Entanglement of cargo or straps in your wheel could stop the
rotation of the wheel, causing a loss of control or crash that could lead to
serious injury. Make sure that the bag, straps, or cargo do not interfere with
the function of your bicycle BEFORE attempting to ride. Ensure even cargo
distribution, and confirm lights and reflectors are not obstructed by the bag,
straps, or cargo.

ONGOING MAINTENANCE
ZIPPER CARE

To ensure reliable performance from zippers, do not try closing the zipper
if the bag is overstuffed or when excessive force would be required to close
it. Do not force a zipper in an overstuffed pack as this may cause the zipper
teeth to come undone from the pack itself and be irreparable. Do not force
a slider that has fabric or thread caught in it. Gently pull the slider back and
remove the trapped fabric or thread.
FABRIC CARE

Hand wash with warm water and all-purpose detergent. Air dry.

WARRANTY PROCESS
If you and your shop think your MSW product is worthy of a warranty
inspection, please return the product to the original place of purchase,
accompanied by a sales receipt.
For complete warranty information, visit www.mswbike.com/safety/warranty.
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